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With a rear engine, rear drive system power layout, and a 1.1L engine, as well as a choice between
MT or AMT, this design is perfect for a day of fun along sand dunes, beach or golf course and even
just around town, enjoying the sun and fresh air.
The car body is made of fiberglass and car painting which is very strong and offers a brightly colored
appearance. The frame is electrophoretic and powder-coated to prevent corrosion and rust.
An independent suspension, EPS, vacuum boost, electronic parking brake and a four wheel disc
brake system ensure driving is flexible, stable and safe.
The stainless steel bumper, roll cage, exhaust system, electroplated headlamp and chrome plated
rearview mirror all add to the luxurious feel of the sand buggy.
The bluetooth sound system and seats (faux leather) improve comfort and entertainment
possibilities during driving.
We also offer a 2 year, 20,000 km warranty.
Product properties
Retro design: The design uses VW buggies as a prototype
Luxurious appearance: It has stainless steel and chrome exterior parts, an LED tail lamp, 17 inch rim，
235 tire and a variety of colors to choose from.
Stable/portable/safe: It has four wheel independent suspension, EPS, vacuum boost, electronic
brake system and four wheel disc brake system.
Comfort/amusement: It has a bluetooth speaker system with FM and cigar lighter, faux leather
seats and inside panel, as well as vintage mats.
Humanistic design: It has a removable soft top, with a pull line control of the bonnet hoot providing
ease and convenience in daily maintenance.
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Body colour:
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Features:

Rear-engine Rear-drive structure
The rear engine, rear drive structure makes
operation agile, diversion flexible, and offers
excellent starting and climbing processes. The
braking force distribution is also done in the most
efficient manner possible.

Four wheel independent suspension
Four wheel independent suspension reduces
impact force, as well as improves the ground
adhesion, driving stability and vehicle comfort.

Four wheel disc brake system
The wheel disc braking system has excellent
properties, including a thermal delay resistance,
excellent heat dissipation and a quick response to
high frequency brakes.

Electronic parking brake system
The electronic braking system easily operates, and
features a large braking force.
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Electronic Power Steering (EPS)
The electronic power steering (EPS) allows
drivers great flexibility, no matter how fast the
speed. EPS also improves stability and comfort.

Air-fuel mixture shock absorption
Air fuel mixtures for shock absorption makes the
driving experience more comfortable.

17 inch rim and 235 tire
The wheel rim features a sleek appearance, and
features little to no deformation or rolling when
turning.

Dashboard
Retro dashboard and Bluetooth speaker system
(including cigar lighter, FM radio, SD connector)

Seats, lateral plates and other decorations inside
are made of artificial leather, and the interior is
spacious.

Wood shifting handle
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Stainless steel exterior structure
Bumper, windshield frame, roll cage, back-shelf,
exhaust system.

Fiberglass body with car painting
Portable and removable soft top

Parameters:
Dimension(L×W×H) (mm)

3310×1830×1560

Wheelbase

2400mm

Minimum Ground Clearance

300mm

Maximum Speed

90km/h

Total Vehicle Mass

545kg

Maximum Load Bearing

300kg

Engine Type

Chery, 4 cylinder, 4 stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC

Displacement

1083cc

Compression

9.5:1

Max. power output (EEC)

14.8kw/4250rpm

Max. Torque (EEC)

38.9N.M/2750rpm

Starting

Electric

Ignition

CDI

Transmission

MT& AMT

Brakes, Front / Rear

Hydraulic Disk

Suspension, Front / Rear

Independent Dual A-Arm

Final Drive System

Shaft

Steering

EPS

Drive

Left/Right hand drive

Battery

12V 36Ah

Fuel Capacity

60L

Exhaust System

EU IV Catalytic Converter

Fuel Type

Unleaded gasoline 93 octane minimum

Tires, Front / Rear

235/45 R17, 235/45 R17

Shock Absorbers

Coil spring

Color

Customized

